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Writing sentences with ‘and’

I can use 'and' to write a longer sentence.

Complete each sentence by adding the word ‘and’ to join the two clauses.

1. I would like to have a chocolate cake            I would like lots of balloons. 

2. Mum will bring in the cake                I will blow out the candles. 

3. The clown will be really funny      he will make us all laugh. 

4. I would like cheese sandwiches      my friend would like ham.

5. I want to play ‘Musical Statues’         my brother wants to play 
‘Pass the Parcel’.

Draw lines to join two clauses together:

6. I will open my presents and          …I will help Mum to tidy up.

7. My friends will sing ‘Happy Birthday’ and        …my Dad will give her a hug.

8. My sister will cry at my party and …I will read my cards.

9. We will dance in the lounge and         …I will blow out the candles.

10. My friends will leave and            …the cat will hide in the kitchen.

Copy out two of the sentences from above.  
Underline the joining word in each sentence.
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I can use ‘and’ to write a longer sentence of my own.

Continue the sentences below by adding a second clause after the word ‘and’,  

I am so excited about my party and  

I hope we play ‘Pass the Parcel’ and 

My friends will all bring lovely presents and 

I will blow out the candles on my cake and 

My Dad will do something funny and 

My friends will sing ‘Happy Birthday’ and 

Write your own sentences about a party using the word ‘and’ to join your 
ideas together.

e.g. I would like crispy cakes at my party and…

I would like crispy cakes at my party and I hope we have lemonade.



Use the ideas bank to help you plan your own special party. 
Remember to use and to join together your ideas. 
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I can use 'and' to write a longer sentence of my own.

 My Special Party

balloons sandwiches party games

cake friends dancing

singing ‘Pass the Parcel’ ‘Musical Statues’

fun laugh birthday

card present
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